COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

**Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University - Bachelor of Science/Juris Master’s (BS-JM)**

For more information on the cooperative agreement between the Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University to offer a Bachelor of Science/Juris Master’s (BS-JM), please see the link below.

http://law.emory.edu/academics/jm-degree-program/jm-dual-degrees.html

**Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia State University - Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching program (BS-MAT)**

For more information on the cooperative agreement between the Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia State University to offer a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching program (BS-MAT), please see the link below.

http://mse.education.gsu.edu/programs/bachelors-and-non-degree-programs/georgiatech-b-s-m-a-t-collaboration/